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Innovative EdTech
offering created by
students aims to
support the Grade 12
class of 2020
The Grade 12 class of 2020 has a
powerful new tool to help them ace
their final exams at the end of the year.
Redhill MasterClasses, powered by
SubjeX, is an innovative series of online
videos featuring content provided by
expert educators from Redhill School in
Johannesburg, Gauteng.

T
he Redhill MasterClass Series is the brainchild of
student entrepreneurs, Max Coleman and Jack Scott-
King. The duo used their existing educational technology
(EdTech)1 platform to host the videos, thereby

harnessing its stability and scalability to enable quick time-to-
market.

‘When we first launched SubjeX, we were students ourselves,
and could relate on a personal level to the unique challenges that
students face,’ say Coleman and Scott-King who add that:

When we saw the enormous impact COVID-19 had on
Grade 12 students around the country, we knew we had
to step in and do what we could to provide much-needed
‘class time’ exam preparation, and the ability to pause,
rewind and revisit challenging sections of the syllabus. A
series of expert online videos ticked all the boxes – we just
needed to find the best possible content.

Coleman and Scott-King approached Redhill School in
Sandton, one of the top co-educational independent schools in
the country, with a reputation for innovation and academic
excellence, as well as a determination to quietly impact the
greater community. 

Jack Scott-King (left) and Max Coleman

‘The MasterClass videos for
science were really impactful.
They explain the subject really
well and their approach makes

it easily understandable.’
Tomorrow Trust learner

‘The videos are
really

comprehensive and
the lessons are
delivered so

efficiently. Some
of these sections
took us months at

school; the
MasterClass videos
cover them in about

an hour!’
Alexandra
Education

Committee learner

‘Learning via the
MasterClass videos is

addictive. The lessons are
clear, easy to understand
and well-focused, and
using the app means I

can learn in my own time.
I can’t get enough!’ 

Katlego, iSchool Africa learner

‘Whoever produced and edited these videos deserves an

award. The lesson structure for the mathematics videos

matches my learning style perfectly, and the fact that

they feature Redhill School teachers means that I can be

confident that they’re covering the syllabus effectively and

focusing on the right areas.’ 

Dominique, Redhill School learner
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The result is a powerful series of videos, expertly captured
and animated with additional graphics. Each subject series has
been carefully curated to be as effective and finely targeted as
possible, while providing additional tips to give students the
edge. 

According to Joseph Gerassi, executive head of Redhill
School, the project has been both exciting and seamless. ‘With
projects such as this, you tend to buy into the “why” and then
figure out the “how” along the way. With the SubjeX team, the
“how” was already taken care of, so we could focus on what we
do best – educating students and caring for our greater
community.’

A core element of the project is to provide free access to
various education upliftment partners. As such, students from
the Alexandra Education Committee (AEC),2 the Tomorrow
Trust3 and iSchoolAfrica4 already have free access to the
Redhill MasterClass Series and have begun working their way
through the videos. 

‘We firmly believe that emerging EdTech has enormous
potential to level the playing field when it comes to access to
quality educational resources. Making the Redhill MasterClass
Series videos freely available to disadvantaged students is an
important step in this direction,’ conclude Coleman and 
Scott-King.  � 

The MasterClass video series is available online at
www.subjex.io and students throughout South Africa are
encouraged to visit the site, view sample videos and sign up
for full access. Money from the sale of these videos will be used
to supplement Redhill School’s bursary fund, while also
supporting the relevant education upliftment partners. 

References:
1. See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Educational_technology
2. See: http://www.alexeducation.org.za/ 
3. See: https://tomorrow.org.za/
4. See: https://ischoolafrica.com/ 

‘COVID-19 had a massive impact on my final
year of school. It was tough missing out on the
sport and social elements of Matric, but at
least, thanks to SubjeX, I wasn’t impacted
academically so much. I signed up for the

accounting and maths MasterClass videos and
they really helped me in terms of understanding
the sections I had already covered and catching

up on those I missed.’ 
Andreas, St David’s Marist Inanda, Johannesburg learner

‘Lockdown taught me resilience and showed me the power
of working with others. The MasterClass video series
really helped reinforce concepts that were covered in

class and I felt confident and well-prepared going into
my exams.’

Gemma Muller, Redhill School learner

‘It was difficult to keep up with
my studies during covid-19. Luckily,
thanks to the MasterClass videos, I
can continue learning wherever I

have access to a Wi-Fi connection.’ 
Alexandra Education Committee learner

‘As a student with attention deficit
hyperactivity disorder, the MasterClass videos
have been an amazing help to me during

Matric examination preparation. The quality
of the lessons and production is fantastic,

and having access to the videos online means
that if I get distracted or lose concentration,

I can pause the lesson and give myself a
chance to refocus, or even rewind to go over

any points I may have missed.’ 

Redhill School learner

‘To put it simply, these are
the best educational videos I

have ever seen.’ 
Andile, an independent learner


